
 Building a universal target for Tatts
Joint work w Dan Freed Claudia Schein bauer

Some technicalities still under verification
Ideas have been around and exploited by many

Original project lot years
Place Reshetitchin Tuna ex Tatts in the framework
of the Cobordism Hypothesis make them fully local

Aside manifolds have handle decompositions
higher categories May have internal dualities

functonial Taft operationshandle
decommsitindualitydat

Cobordism hypothesis result is independent of the
handle decomposition if you can start from a point

Reshetilchin Tura ex Tatts are defined in dims 1,33
S modular tensor category A

Sometimes A Drin feldCenter of fusion category F
Then RT theory on A Turaex Vito theory on F

cob Hyp theory on F

and is fully local

In general that fails and we must invent such F



Enhanced project
Find a world for Tatts in which all nondegenerate
braided fusion cats are Drinfeld centers

Question
What is a good target for semisimple TUFTS

This would be a sequence anti category I
co G G Ved Cz Alg
of A linear symmetric monoidal categories
with Enden 1 Cny

a ring analogue of a spectrum in homotopy thry

Spectrum sequence of groups Gn e r Gra

M Hopkins conjectured that the spectrum of units
in the ideal anti category should be Iax

Pontryagin cheat Home Sj E gYou must jump through some hoops to make pre in

To Ex I 2
2 4

2 242 I 2
24 I 5 0

evenUnits
odd line

9 X
Cliff lil known examples fail

Our results confirmed Hopkins conjecture in dim 3
and 4 as a toy example and explains it
in terms of symmetry Ed all d



Notes Current Worli Johnson Freya Reutter et al
is already going beyond this in answering the Question

Progress was made possible by work on duality in
fusion and braidedfusion categories
Douglas Snyder Brochier Jordan et al

Older work of Douglas Henriques proposes to make

Chun Simons theories fully local Wa Conformal Nets
Requires a CFT going with the MTC though



Originalproject Why is it interesting
Many instances when RT theories behave like fully local ones

Gauging Etingof Nykshi h Oshik Plavnik et al physis lit

Gauging datum for A by a finite group G

homomorphism G A modules g

Explanation If A 2 IF then A F A FOP

in such a way that On O

So that is the datum of an action of G on F via bimodules

Malling A into 21 x would allow the same forany A

Condensation Condenseddefects on a TV they are

exactly the surface defects
Same goes in an RT theory for fully local defects

Topological boundary conditions Freed

Rt theories have local boundary conditions they are TV

Need to have fully local version of RT theory to stat this

they do allow not fully local boundary ends although not
semisimple ones



Notation Fus Sy mm Mon 3Gt of fusion categories
bimodule cats fundus Nat Trenet

Theorem 1 Freed Scheinban

TetAa nondegenerate braidedfusion category
There exists a Symm Monoidal 3 Cat Fus x y

in which
o Fus is a subring and a direct summand
o Y I XV

X Y I A
End X o A med OA

e Hom A X 0

In fact there an exactly 6 of these Not 24

Theoremf After adding a fictitious group me of units
we can do this fr all such A incorporate themorphisms
that had to be there and end up with a symm mon 362

That is

Hom Xa x

o f A Bre 2 F

for any F

Y F mod for an use as a bone

and matching choices of Ya B

Rmf The Gchoices come from finalizing the obstruction
to a symmetric monoidal structure

Addendume With supercategories the 216 becomes 2 24



Onward to 4 dimensions
Fusion categories an object in Fus

But the an morphisms in Br Fus braided fusion call

Newobject Xa E Fus my new 1
A

A in BrFus

This is in fact an isomorphism
Recall that A war invertible in B Fas Miiger
We just made it isomorphic to 11

Recall that Io units in Brees Witt group ofBrees

kind of Theorem 3

Adjoining the new morphisms Xa to Br Fus

kills the Witt group and produces a symm monoidal
4 category with End 1 previous 3 cat

So we have the homotopy groups
E O 0,216,0

Expect that with supercategories Q 242,242,214,0

Some checks not finished supercategorer
torsion in Witt group
and coherence ofchoices



What is the comet 4 D Category for Tatts

I Will hear more from Theo J F collaborators

Braided fusion categories are very special
More generally can consider algebra object in Fus

Ideas from physics Lan Kong Wen

all 4D Tatts should be finite gauge theories

If we specialize to

algebra object in Fees that an 4 dualizable
define a Tatti

And an 3 dualizath as modules over

themselves which admit a Dirichlet

boundary condition
then one can show these an finite gauged
nondegenerate Bts need supercats here

Conjecture With our isomorphisms 1 A added in
them all become gauge theories with a Dijlgraatwoltendan

Would follow if Not quitetheorem 3 clears



Relation to Clan FieldTheory

The Kronecker Weber theorem says that

ax is the universal abelian Galois extension of Q
W Galois group GL Z

Iq is a homotopical analogueof the root of 1

GL S is the analogue of the Galois group
for the Universal anti category target of Tatts

Interesting subcategories arise as Galois fixed pts

For example then is a subgroup

512 04 s

Of
which kills y and if in the sphere the odd line

and Cliff i and convert 224 to a 26

This possibly explains the 26 me get when

omitting super rack spaces



Idea of proof of theorem I illustrate the

role of the symmetric group in controlling invertible TOFT

Construction of Fus lx Y
Let it be a nondegenerate BTC invertible

Then Ez AO is an algebra object in Brutus

So H Hominem Hi A is a monoidal 3 cat

containing Hombres H1 Fees as summand

It also contains Xa A E Hombres HA
whose endomorphism algebra is A

Question Is H symmetric monoidal
A there's a possible obstruction and an ambiguity
A defines an Ex may 5 GL Br Fus

We need to fact that through Z
Obstruction the action of the fiber 5345 2

the action of 5 s on A by change of framing
or again the action Ex Glial of the sym mon Str

Get a map Z S's BGL A 254 here

and the group 4TH Zia vanishes

But the group of choice is H HZ ex 2 6

Repeat for Witt group


